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Description
When a magic image is created in the RTE with FAL, some "data-*" attributes are added to reference the original file. Example:

<img src="uploads/RTEmagicC_daneva.jpg" width="130" height="196" title="daneva.jpg" data-htmlareafile-uid="1064" data-htmlarea-file-table="sys_file" alt="" />
According to Stanislas Rolland, this is used for updating the magic image in the RTE and for the click-enlarge feature in the frontend.
The magic image migration wizard should add these attributes too.
Associated revisions
Revision a51b9691 - 2013-07-13 20:32 - Francois Suter
[BUGIFX] RTEmagic upgrade wizard: missing attributes
When the RTE creates a magic images it uses data-* attributes
to keep a reference to the original FAL record. The upgrade
wizard migrates the images, creates the sys_file entries but
does not add the data-* attributes.
Resolves: #49733
Releases: 6.1, 6.2
Change-Id: Ib483355336d1331892920ada847850a61c35a3af
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/22019
Reviewed-by: Wouter Wolters
Tested-by: Wouter Wolters
Reviewed-by: Stefan Neufeind
Reviewed-by: Markus Klein
Tested-by: Markus Klein
Revision 89945109 - 2013-07-14 12:00 - Francois Suter
[BUGIFX] RTEmagic upgrade wizard: missing attributes
When the RTE creates a magic images it uses data-* attributes
to keep a reference to the original FAL record. The upgrade
wizard migrates the images, creates the sys_file entries but
does not add the data-* attributes.
Resolves: #49733
Releases: 6.1, 6.2
Change-Id: Ib483355336d1331892920ada847850a61c35a3af
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/22285
Reviewed-by: Francois Suter
Tested-by: Francois Suter

History
#1 - 2013-07-06 16:36 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Accepted to Under Review
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Patch set 1 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22019
#2 - 2013-07-06 17:23 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22019
#3 - 2013-07-07 14:27 - Francois Suter
You don't need to have a full TYPO3 installation to upgrade to test this patch. Here are some steps for testing (after having applied the patch):
1) pick some RTE magic image file in your uploads folder or add one if you have none. It should be named something like
"uploads/RTEmagicC_foobar.jpg.jpg"
2) edit some tt_content element directly in a database tool and insert something like:

<img src="uploads/RTEmagicC_foobar.jpg.jpg" width="yyy" height="zzz" alt="" />
in the "bodytext" field.
3) update the sys_refindex index
4) go to the upgrade wizard, the Magic image update wizard should tell you that there's 1 link (at least) to update
5) run the Magic image update wizard. It should show the update queries.
6) check the content of the tt_content element in the database. The img tag should have been transformed to:

<img src="fileadmin/_migrated/RTE/RTEmagicC_foobar.jpg.jpg" data-htmlarea-file-uid="xxx" data-htmlarea-file-ta
ble="sys_file" width="yyy" height="zzz" alt="" />
#4 - 2013-07-13 20:32 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-1 has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22285
#5 - 2013-07-13 21:30 - Francois Suter
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset a51b9691bd224ec5c98e10320a9a56396baf9008.
#6 - 2018-10-02 12:12 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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